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Sorting out the Voynich characters
In the Voynich text there are 27 characters that are frequently 
used. Arranged by shape they are:  

Starting with a cbase: c, cc, 1, 3, o, a, 9, e, s, 8, 7, *
Starting with a i base: i, ii, y, N, p, p*
Starting with a vertical stroke: f, F, g, G, h, H, k, K, 4

* In the same way as 7 is the same character as * without a tail, there is a letter 

for p without a tail. This character is not found in the Voynich font. p* is the same 

as p, but it has no tail downwards.  

There are a few more characters in the manuscript. These rarely 
used characters are unnecessary to include at the moment. 

I find the shape of many of the Voynich characters to be related to 
the Latin alphabet. For example, do s look like S, y like R and o 
like o and so on. 

Combination letters
The 27 characters are divided into 19 single characters and 8 com-
bination letters. A combination letter is for example when  f (f) 
and 1 (l) are added into F (fl). It as an elegant way to save space. 
Since the combination letters covers the same phonemes as the 
single letters it reduces the Voynich alphabet to a 19 letters alpha-
bet. It is short. In comparison, the English alphabet has 26 letters. 

Pairing the letters
One of the peculiarities of the Voynich cipher is that several of the 
characters have specific placements in the words. This is not com-
binable with a natural language. For example, if 2 is the letter r, the 
sound of r will never appear in any other place in a word than at the 
beginning. My theory is, that by pairing the letters that have specific 
placements, it is possible to find the phonemes in any place of the 
words. It means that for example 3, found at the beginning of words, 
is paired with y, found at the middle and end of words, and they both 
resemble r. I find 6 of the 19 single letters to be pairs. Because of the 
three pairs the Voynich alphabet is further reduced. What we are left 
with is actually 19 letters to cover 16 phonemes. We must assume that 
the Voynich language had more phonemes than 16. 

Letters covering a wider range of phonemes
Fewer characters to express the phonemes in a language than we have 
in the English alphabets today is necessarily a problem. It is seen in 
many alphabets throughout the history. Carachters can cover a wider 
range of phonemes than we are used to. One can say that the  letters 
are given multiple values. This system is for example seen in the 
Scandinavian Younger Futhark. In the Younger Futhark the same rune 
covers for example both b and p. The Voynich cipher has a similar 
system where  for example both b and p are covered by g, and 8 is 
given the value of both d and th. 

THE VOYNICH CHARACTERS
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* There is a character for p without a tail, in the same way as * wis the same character as 7 with a tail downwards. That character is not found in the Voynich font I use. I mark it 
p*. The character is seldomly used in the manuscript, but there are a few examples. See for example the upper left corner of f67v1: https://www.jasondavies.com/voynich/#f67v2_
f67v1/0.707/0.313/3.56. 

Single letters:

o g 8 a

9

f 4 e c k 1 cc

N

3

y

s h i ii

o/w/a/u b/p d/th e
e/ei/i

f/v g gh/g/h/ʒ/ch i/j/y k/c/q/g l m/n
m/n

r
r

s/sh/c/z t u w/v

Combination letters:
7

*

p*
p 

G F H K

s+d / s+t r+d / r+th / r+t p+l / b+l f+l /v+l t+l k+l / c+l / g+l

The Futhark 
As a comparison, the table under shows how the Elder Futhark was reduced from 24 to 16 characters when turning into the Younger Futhark. 

THE VOYNICH ALPHABET
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Under is a table of the Voynich alphabet deciphered. As a perspective a table of the Older and Younger Futhark is added. The paired letters are 
marked in yellow. 



The paired letters follow a system where for example r is expressed by 3 at the beginning of words and y at the middle and end of words. 3 is a 
starting letter. The other pairs have a letter that is only used at the end of words. These ending letters have a tail downwards or upwards. 

   The paired letters:
   r            =    3  (beginning)              +   y   (middle + end)    
   m/n        =   cc  (beginning + middle)    +    N   (end)
   e            =    a   (beginning + middle)     +    9    (end)
   sd/st       =    7   (beginning + middle)    +    *   (end)
   rd/rth/rt  =    *   (beginning + middle)    +    p   (end)  * p without a tail downwards.

In addition, there are some letters that work as pairs, probably due to phonetical reasons.  

   g           = 4     (beginning, only before o)  +    e  (middle + end) ** or  k  in front of l. 
   u, w/v   = i, ii (between a/o and  N/y)     +    o   (elsewhere)

**The sytem of 4 (g) paired with e (ʒ) follows a related pattern in Middle English. In Middle English g was pronounced like the modern g as pro-
nounced in gate, only in front of o. Otherwise the sound changed into ʒ.

Exceptions from the rule
This is a very schematic and strict presentation of the characters. There are a few exceptions. For example, is cc found at the end of a word a 
few times, e appears a few times at the beginning of words, and 9 at the beginning and middle of words. These exceptions may simply be errors. 
Another reason may be that some of them resemble slightly different sounds. There are indications that a and 9 are slightly different sounds, since 
9 sometimes appears at the beginning and middle of words. It occurs often enough to not be mistakes. 

THE PAIRED LETTERS
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A READABLE TEXT?

It is important to state that confronted with such an old text 
every translation is just a hypothesis that needs to be formulated. 
In addition, we do not know the cipher fully and the language or 
dialect is unknown. 

Ambiguous translations
The theory of an alphabet with letters that cover a wider range 
of phonemes than we are used to, results in choices when in-
terpreting many of the words. The word 1c8 can for example 
be read both lid (lid) and lith (light). Sometimes it is obvious 
which meaning to choose. In the context of God, for example, 
the reading lith will make sense. In the context of a recipe lid is 
a more reasonable reading. The multiple values of the letters do 
not result in unambiguous translations.

Short alphabets
Comparing the Voynich pair alphabet with other short alphabets 
is interesting. The shortest alphabet in use today is the Rotokas. 
It has 12 characters. But, the phonemes in the Rotokas language 
are different from a Germanic language. A comparison is not as 
simple as it seems. It is a full study in itself. At the moment I am 
limited to say that short alphabets have been and are in use. 

Economical writing
Since I find the Voynich language to be Germanic it is most 
fruitful to compare it to the Younger Futhark alphabet. Why the 

Older Futhark was reduced is still discussed, but it makes writing 
economical. It can make difficulties for the reader, and even more 
trouble for a translator lacking the language and text´s context, 
some hundreds of years later. It is interesting to note, without 
drawing any conclusions, that also the English language was 
in great change at the time when the Voynich manuscript was 
written.

Texts in the Medieval society
When considering whether the theory of a paired alphabet with 
letters of multiple values results in a functional text or not, it is 
necessary to take into account how the manuscript was used. We 
know very little about the function of the manuscript, but we 
do know something about how texts were used in the Medieval 
society. John Moreland states in his book Archaeology and Text 
that “although more books were available, Medieval society was 
fundamentally memorial. The book was itself seen as mnemonic 
(Carruthers 1990: 8; also Walsham 2000:18). Despite the relative 
increase in the presence of texts, the literate elites of the Middle 
Ages still worked orally; “texts were not scrutinized so much 
as used as a record to check against memory.  ...The scrutinized 
object was in the mind not in the text” (Olson 1994:62).

This means that there is a possibility that the content of the 
Voynich manuscript was first and foremost in the memory of the 
users. The book in itself may have been good memory helper. It 
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is not at all difficult to read this kind of text if one knows the 
theme and approximately what it is saying. It is also possible 
that the Voynich manuscript was not for others to read. With 
its cipher and its many intriguing illustrations, it may have 
been a mysterious and convincing object for a listener or 
viewer. 

Where to start
We do not know at the moment if it was possible for oth-
ers than the creators, to understand what was written in the 
Voynich manuscript. It is certainly hard for us, six hundred 
years later. Continuing the systematic work, I believe it will 
be possible unveil more rules in the Voynich writing system. It 
can narrow the choices we are confronted with in the trans-
lation work. A great starting point is the plant names. The 
plant names are possible to check by comparing them with the 
plants illustrated. From these names it is possible to slowly 
build an understanding of the cipher, the language and the 
content. 

I find that the theory of a paired alphabet and a language relat-
ed to Middle English gives striking and consistent results. The 
plant names are consistently found as the first word in each 
paragraph. These names lead to species that match the mor-
phology of the species illustrated. In 99 of the 129 botanical 
folios a paragraph starts with a name that is related to a ver-
nacular Medieval English plant name. It is not just any name 
that was used in England in Medieval times, like the many 
Latin names. The names found are all vernacular. 44 of these 

99 folios have two or more synonym names that relates 
to a vernacular Medieval English plant name. It makes it 
possible to crosscheck both the name and the identification 
of the herb.

The entire study of the plant names and the identification 
of the herbs is found in the paper The Voynich Plants and 
their names



Single letters:

Cipher o g 8 a

9

f 4 e c k 1 cc

N

3

y

s h i ii

Trasliteration o b d a
e

f g ʒ i k l m
n

R
r

s t u w

Multiple 
values

o/w/
a/u

b/p d/th a/e
e/ei/i

f/v g gh/g/h/ʒ/ch i/j/y k/c/q/g l m/n/(kn)
m/n (ng)

r/wr
r

s/sh/c/z t u w/v

Combination letters:

Cipher *
p 

7

*

G F H K

Trasliteration (rd) (sd) (bl) (fl) (tl) (kl)
Multiple 
values

r+d / r+th / r+t s+d / s+t p+l/b+l f+l t+l k+l

Before looking further into the Voynich text it is useful to introduce a transliteration of the cipher. Transliterations must be kept separate from the 
interpretations of the sounds that the letters express. Transliteration is simply a chosen letter that represents the Voynich character. It does not nec-
essarily have anything to do with the phonemes. I find it easier though, to work with the Voynich text when the transliteration is as similar to the 
sound as possible. Therefore, I have chosen a transliterations that is close to the sounds. The transliteration is marked in orange.

TRANSLITERATION

Example from folio 11r: 

Cipher:    s1oae  F9

Transliteration:   sloaʒ (fl)e
Interpretation:  slwag fle
Middle English:  salvage fle 
Translation:   wild vervain 

TH: flewort = Vervain
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Example from folio 11r: 

Cipher:    1ogoe

Transliteration:   loboʒ
Interpretation:  lapach
Middle English:  Lapacia
Translation:   dock-plant

MEC: Lapacia = any dock-like plant

Example from folio 14r: 

Cipher:    1aiiN

Transliteration:   lawn
Interpretation:  lewn
Middle English:  leoven
Translation:   love / valerian

MEC/TH: Love-wort = valerian

TH =  Plant Names of Medieval England  by Tony Hunt
MEC = The online Middle English Dictionary



The Younger Futhark 
It is interesting to compare the Voynich cipher with other short 
alphabets that have letters with multiple values, like the Scandi-
navian Younger Futhark. In the 9th century the Old Futhark was 
reduced from 24 to16 characters. This 16 characters runic alpha-
bet is called the Younger Futhark. In the period before the Futhark 
was reduced, the language went through a deep change. The pho-
nemes in the language increased. In England they solved this by 
adding more runes to their Futhark, to cover the new phonemes. 
In the Nordic countries, paradoxically, the number of runes were 
reduced. Even with, or maybe because of, an increasing number 
of phonemes in the language, a reduced alphabet was utilized. 

The vowels
The vowels in the Younger Futhark were reduced from seven to 
four. Each of the four vowels got at least one second value. For 
example, did the rune expressing e disappear and the sound of e 
was either expressed by the runic i or a, or even the diagraph ia. It 
means that when reading a text written with the Younger Futhark 
one has to test if the runic i expresses i or e. The same testing 
needs to be performed when reading the Voynich text. It may 
seem strange. But there are writing systems, like the Arabic An 
abjad, in which only consonants are represented. An abjad leaves 
all the vowels to be inferred by the reader. 

The consonants
There are similarities between the Younger futhark and the Voyn-
ich script in how the consonants are used. In the Younger futhark 
g disappeared. In the Voynich manuscript g is found only at the 
beginnig of words, in front of o. At the middle and end of words g 
is either expressed by e (ʒ) or by  k (k) in front of l. In the Young-
er Futhark d disappeared, and both t and d were expressed with 
the runic t. In the Voynich script h expresswes only t, but 8 covers 
both d and th. In the Younger Futhark p disappeared. The runic 
b covers both b and p. To not distinguish between the sounds of 
b and p happens also in the Voynich script where  g  is used to 
express both b and p. 

M and n are used differently in the Voynich manuscript than in 
the Younger Futhark. There are two letters for m and n in the 
Voynich cipher. Instead of using them to distinguish the sounds, 
they are used in different places in the words. cc is always at 
the beginning or the middle of words. N is used only at the end.  
Whether these resembles m or n one has to guess. 

In the Voynich manuscript v seems to be a sound floating between 
f (f) and ii (w). It does not have its own character. Worth to men-
tion is also how ii (w) and i (u) is used. With a few exceptions 
they appear between a/o and N, or a and y, like for example aiiN 
and oiiN. In almost all other instances ii (w) and i (u) is expressed 
with o (o). 
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THE YOUNGER FUTHARK AND THE VOYNICH CIPHER



Reading texts with letters of multiple values
When reading texts written in Younger Futhark, one needs to 
take into account that the letters had multiple values. As a con-
sequence, for example the name Gunnar is written kunar. One 
needs to understand, from the context, that k here represents g. 
Another example is the place name kleppi. It was written klabi 
since they had stopped using the rune representing e and p. This 
kind of spelling reminds of an herb name in the Voynich manu-
script. In f8r the herb is called 1og. The alternative readings of 
1og are lop, lap, lob or lab. In Medieval England burdock was 
called lappe. The illustrated flower, the shape of the leaves, the 
single branched red stalk and the tap root matches burdock very 
well. The context decides that the reading of 1og is lapp. 

Other similarities
I find other similarities between the texts written with the Younger 
Futhark and the Voynich cipher. There are no double consonants, 
and no capital letters. And, they simplify sounds like nd, mb, ng 
and kn. 

M and n are used differently in the Voynich manuscript than in 
the Younger Futhark. There are two letters for m and n in the 
Voynich cipher. Instead of using them to distinguish the sounds, 
they are used in different places in the words. cc is always at 
the beginning or the middle of words. N is used only at the end.  
Whether these resembles m or n, one has to guess. 

In the Voynich manuscript v seems to be a sound floating between 

f (f) and ii (w). It does not have its own character. Worth to men-
tion is also how ii (w) and i (u) is used. With a few exceptions 
they appear between a/o and N, or a and y, like for example aiiN 
and oiiN. In almost all other instances ii (w) and i (u) is expressed 
with o (o). 

Nd
In the Younger Futhark n was omitted in front of k/g and t/d. This, 
in addition to the multiple values, meant that for example En-
gland was written iklat. I have not found England written in the 
Voynich manuscript, but I guess it would be spelled ck1o8 (ik-
lod) or maybe aKoN (eklon). An example of how nd is simplified 
in the plant names in the Voynich manuscript is the windflower in 
f4v. It is called g1ooiiN (bloown). g1ooiiN can be read bl-o-own 
and is related to the Middle English words bel of wind. Here is d 
in wind is omitted. 

Mb
Mb is another sound that seems to be simplified. Either is the na-
sals n and m omitted in front of b, or the b is omitted. An example 
is the plant name  gg1cc9 (bblme) in f87v. It can be read ppl-lme 
and be related to the name popyll-lambe. Both popyll and lambe 
are found in the registered names for Capsella bursa-pastoris that 
matches the illustration. 

Ng
In the Older Futhark the sound of ng had its own rune. This disap-
peared in the Younger Futhark. In texts written with the Younger 
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Futhark ng is simply written n. In the Voynich manuscript I have 
found two solutions for the sound of ng. It is either emphasizing 
the n, cc/N, or the g, e. For example, there are three herbs in the 
manuscript (f22r, f25r and f35r), that match various herbs called 
lungwort in Medieval England. A part of their Voynich name is 
1oe (loʒ). The name can be interpreted long. In Middle English it 
means lung.  

Kn
In the Voynich manuscript kn is expressed simply with an n. If 
we write as we speak today, we would for example probably 
write nit instead of knit. In the Voynich manuscript this happens 
for example in a plant name in f21r. The first words in paragraph 
one is g1oy o ccoH9 (blor o notle). The most recognizable part 
of these words is notle. Adding a possible omitted k, it becomes 
knotle. There was an herb called knotwort in Medieval England. 
In modern English this herb is called knotgrass. Looking at the 
morphology of knotgrass it matches the illustration in f21r very 
well. It makes sense that its name is knotle. Fortunately the rest of 
the name in f21r, g1oy o ccoH9 (blor o notle), can support the 
interpretation. Knotgrass was also called blodewort and staunch-
blode in Medieval England. Blod reminds of the first part g1o 
(blo) in  g1oy (blor). I find that the last part oy (or) is a common 
suffix in the plant names. Remembering that o also represents w, 
oy (or) can be read wr. Wr is a registered error for wort. 

No double letters
There are with one or two exception no double letters in the 

Voynich manuscript. I find that they join words and write only 
one letter where we would write a double. This means that  g1oy 

(blor) can be read blo-or or blo-wr. With this reading we have a 
second reasonable name. Blo-wr can then be associated with the 
registered name blodewort (knotgrass). 

No standard spelling 
It was not unusual to find different spellings of the same word 
in the same page in Middle English texts. The spelling standards 
came with the printed matter. At the time when the Voynich man-
uscript was written it was a standard to write without a standard. 
They wrote as they spoke, they were creative in their spelling and 
there were different dialects.

Words are spelled with variations also in the Voynich manuscript. 
An interesting example is wort. In addition to the mentioned oy 
(or), I have found op (orth), aiy (aur), aip (aurth), aiy89 (aurthe) 
aiip (awrth), oap (oarth), oay (oar) and 39 (re). The last variation 
39 (re) can be read wre as w is unpronounced in front of r. 

In the Middle English dictionary there are numerous variations 
of wórt registered. The most usal is listed first: wǒrt n.(1) Also 
wort(t)e, worth(e, word, wourt(e, wourth, wurt(e, wurd, wert(e, 
wart, wrt(e, (early) wirt, virt, (chiefly gen.) wirte & wōrte & (in 
place names) wrthe-, wre- & (errors) wuryte, wr, wrote, wrut, 
yurt; pl. wortes, etc. & wortus, worten, worton, wortoun, (early) 
wurten, wurtan, wirte(n. 
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Wr
Since I find 39 (re) as a prefix in the plant names I believe it may 
be read wre. Wre is a variation of wort found in place names. If 
this word means wort, the w is unpronounced in front of r. We 
find this in a way in modern English too, in words like write. 

Dialectical influences
There are some dialectical features observed in the manuscript. 
The most obvious is that the letter e (ʒ), that expresses h does 
not appear at the beginning of words. I believe this is caused by a 
dialect. There are English dialects today that omit h at the begin-
ning of words. In the Voynich manuscript the omitted h results 
in names like the one in folio 3v. The herb is called oaiiN Goy 
(oawn (bl)or). There is a Middle English word that reminds of 
oewn. It is hóuve and it means headdress, especially a close-fit-
ting cap or coif. In modern English there is an herb called monks-
hood. The illustration in f3v is bold, but monkshood matches it 
better than any other plant. It is a guess, but, let us say that oaiiN 
(oawn) is related to hoeve, it may mean coifed or hooded. The 
next word, Goy, ends with oy (or). As seen above this suffix can 
be read wr, and be a variation of wort. We then have hoevn G-wr. 
The remaining part G (bl) can be a syncope of bel, meaning 
bell. The whole name in f3v, oaiiN Goy (oawn (bl)or), can then 
be read oawn bel-wr and mean hooded bell wort. It makes sense 
associated with Monkshood. 

Tall letters starting the paragraphs
Another peculiarity is found in this first name in folio 3v. It ac-

tually starts with a h (t), hoaiiN Goy (toawn (bl)or). All the para-
graphs in the herbal section starts with one of the tall letters g, h, k, 
or f. It is suggested that these starting letters are paragraph mark-
ers without meaning. I believe they have a meaning. I find them to 
be function words.  g can be read bi, and mean (to) be og by. h can 
be read te or ti, and I believe it is used in the sense of this. 

D between ʒ and l
Another dialectical influence I have found is that 8 (d) is put 
between e (ʒ) and 1 (l). For example, is the first word in f11v  
goe81o89 (boʒdlode). Using the multiple values I interpret this 
name to be read bugdlwde. There is a plant registered under the 
vernacular medieval names bugle and wodebroune (TH). It is the 
herb called bugle in modern English. The d in the Voynich name, 
budgl, may be a dialectical feature. For example, in the Dorset 
dialect, when r and l come together, a d or e sound is put between 
them, so curl and twirl become curdl and twirdl. The illustration 
in folio 11v makes sense if it is bugle. In the same way as in the 
illustration bugle has green to brown elliptical leaves. The flowers 
are striped blue and white and it has several stalks growing from a 
red tap root with thinner root branches. The root is cut off. It may 
illustrate that it is a rhizome runner, as one can cut a rhizome and it 
will still give rise new stalks. 

Omitted vowels
I find an interesting way to express vowels in the manuscript. The 
shortest vowels are omitted. it is a form syncope. It happens for ex-
ample when a vowel precedes a consonant, a consonant we would 
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express as a double. Other times it seems like the vowel is a part of 
the consonant. For example is the small word bi written with the sin-
gle letter  g. Another example is the herb in f9v. It is called fo1oy 
(folor). The illustrated herb is agreed to be a Viola by appearance. 
Adding i after f we get fiolor. Remembering that or can be read wr 
(meaning wort), we get fiol-wr. It is not far from viola wort. Found 
as abbreviated words the consonants are:  

g   be 
8    the
f   fei
e   he
k   kei
1  el
3  re
y    er ?or ar
s   is
h   te 

Plant names in the botanical section
In the following page is an example of a study from the botanical 
section. The names are marked with numbers and transliterated, 
interpreted, associated to Middle English and translated. The herb 
illustrated is compared to botanical illustrations and photos of the 
plant that the names lead to. The full study of all the 129 herbs is 
found in The Voynich plants and their names.



F18r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. Photo source: Aster tripolius. Dreves, J.F.P., Hayne, F.G., Botanisches 
Bilderbuch (1794-1801)

Photo source: ASter tripolius. Bjoertvedt - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

f18r Tripolium pannonicum or aster amellus / Sea aster or European Michaelmas-daisy

7yaiy89

(sd)raurde
streurde
sterre-wurd
star-worte

TH: starwort = 
Aster amellus
MEC: sterre = star

9oay

eoar
eiwer
ei-wert
eye-wort

TH: steileie =Aster

k1oy

klor
kl-or
glewort

TH: Glewort =
?Aster

See f19r called 
9k1oy

sok1aiiN

soklawn
soklewn
sókle-wan
suckle grayish/
lusterless

See f8v, Calenula 
officinalis called 
gold-suckle

9 1ch19

e litle
ei litle
ei litle
eye little

This herb is called stereurthe, ei-wer, kl-wr, soklewen, and ei-litle. Parts of four of these names are registered for Aster (TH). Ei in ei-wer and ei-litle is found 
in steileie (TH). Kl in kl-wr can be associated with gle in glewort. Both steileie and glewort are associated with Aster (TH). Stereurthe is close to sterreworte, 
a name registered for Aster Amellus. The name that is not related to any of the registered ones is soklewen. It can be associated with the plant in f8v, called 
glod-sookl. It is identified as the rayflower Calendula officinalis. The illustration in this page shows a blue ray flower with red center. There are blue Asters, like 
sea aster, Tripolium pannonicum and European Michelmas-daysie, Aster amellus. The buds of sea aster may have a red top, and it´s center may be red too, 
like the ones in the illustration. The leaves and the thin branched root match well. The young leaves of sea aster and European Michelmas-daysie are edible (P). 
Dioscorides tells that Aster helps inflammation of the eyes (D). 
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